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"Can a Woman Even Rape a Man?" Media, Myth and Masculinity 

By S.Y. Rogalla 

Television is saturated with false information 

about sex. From the stories told, to 

understanding the very basics of the body. 

Nowhere is this more prevalent than 

television where boys and young men are 

surrounded with misleading information 

about their bodies, the average person's sex 

life, and how men and women are supposed 

to interact. One of the most overlooked 

populations is that of male sexual assault 

survivors. Crime dramas like Law & Order: 

Special Victims Unit (SVU), often focus 

solely on women victims with male 

perpetrators. However, there are some rare 

cases when male survivors make an 

appearance.  

 When male survivors are given screen 

time, they not only face similar issues to 

female survivors, they also face the additional 

challenge of their masculinity. "Hegemonic 

masculinity," a term coined by Raewyn 

Connell, describes society’s hierarchy of 

masculinities, which privileges one specific 

type of masculinity above all else. This 

masculinity is what we often see portrayed on 

TV in the protagonist male character. This 

man is attractive, strong (emotionally and 
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physically), brave, stoic, respectable, and so 

on.  Since this image is so prevalent 

throughout society, any man who does not 

live up to this standard is often ridiculed and 

mocked.  

 The fact that men are the victims of 

sexual assault is undisputed and shows like 

SVU do include their stories on occasion. 

However, because this challenges the 

hegemonic discourse, they have to do so 

carefully.  Two episodes of SVU have gotten 

attention for the discussion of male sexual 

assault. The first one is the story of a male 

basketball coach who has been serial 

molesting his male players for decades. The 

second is a female parole officer who uses 

her authority to force her male parolees to 

have sex with her. In both of these cases, the 

officers investigating struggle to even get the 

survivors to admit what has happened them.  

 There is a common belief that if 

someone attempted to sexually assault a man, 

that man should be able to fight him or her 

off (Rader, Rhineberger-Dunn, and Vasquez).  

This is not necessarily true as "power is not 

something that is acquired, seized, or 

shared,...power is exercised from 

innumerable points" (Foucault 310). In both 

of the SVU cases discussed above the 

perpetrators exercised power over their 

victims.  In the case of the parole officer, she 

could potentially send the men back to prison 

by planting incriminating evidence. With the 

coach, he not only controlled the boys’ 

playing time, but he also controlled their 

future careers, since he had the connections 

to get them out of the bad neighborhoods 

they grew up in.  The belief that men could 

and would just fight back is misleading 

because not all power is physical. Relying on 

physical power alone is problematic. Men can 

and do lose physical fights; relying on 

physical strength is no guarantee against 

assault.  

 Another common problem for all 

sexual assault survivors, men and women, is 

whether or not they will be believed. As the 
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title of this article demonstrates, many people 

do not believe that women can rape men. 

Many people assume the man must somehow 

be complicit in the act. In the SVU episode 

where the woman parole officer raped her 

parolees, multiple characters asked whether it 

was even possible for men to be raped by 

women. The victim himself did not even 

conceptualize the attack as rape, despite the 

fact that he had a gun to his head during it. 

The belief that women are not capable of 

raping or sexually assaulting men is a by-

product of the myth that men could simply 

fight off the attacker.  

 Men also face the issue of not being 

what Rader, Rhineberger-Dunn, and Vasquez 

term the "ideal victim." Many women also 

face this problem. Television has played a 

major role in constructing what society thinks 

the ideal victim should look like. In crime 

dramas like SVU, the ideal victim is a white, 

young, virgin, woman, who does not drink, 

do drugs, or have any major personality flaws 

(Rader, Rhineberger-Dunn, and Vasquez). 

Since most people do not experience real 

crime on a regular basis, they draw many of 

their assumptions about criminals, victims 

and the legal system from television shows 

like SVU. When these shows only portray 

"ideal victims" people begin to make the 

assumption that anyone who does not fit this 

"ideal victim" model is somehow deserving 

or responsible for the crime committed 

against them. This unfair and damaging 

assumption leads people to question the 

character or physical characteristics of the 

victim rather than focusing on the actual 

accusation. In both SVU episodes the men's 

characters were brought into question. As 

parolees, the men were viewed as liars and 

manipulators, who were looking to get away 

from a tough parole officer. Similarly, the 

first survivor to come forward against the 

coach was a junkie and people were 

suspicious that he was looking for a payoff to 

continue funding his addiction.  

 All of these problems are factors of 

the bigger issue of masculinity. As discussed 
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earlier, hegemonic masculinity has shaped 

much of society’s view on what men should 

be and how they should behave. In her essay 

on patriarchal power, Sandra Lee Bartky 

discusses Foucault's "Panopticon" theory and 

how it conditions men and women to behave 

in society. The Panopticon is a model prison 

where inmates are conditioned to believe that 

their every action is being observed by 

guards, even when it may not be. Foucault 

argues that society operates in a similar 

fashion. Men and women both become 

conditioned to feel that they are being 

constantly observed and that they must 

always perform their gender roles correctly. 

While Bartky focuses mainly on how this has 

shaped women's behavior, the same is true 

for men.  For example in the Times article, 

"Masculinity is More than a Mask," they 

discuss how girls often feel talking about 

problems is useful while boys found it 

tedious and boring (Sommers). This is 

because from a young age boys are 

conditioned by society to repress their 

feelings and thus view them as a sign of 

weakness. In dealing with a vulnerable 

subject like sexual assault, men often repress 

the entire incident because it brings up too 

many difficult emotions that they do not want 

to talk about.  

 In the SVU episode with the 

basketball coach, this was the central struggle 

for the main characters. The two survivors 

the story focused on dealt with the trauma of 

the assault in different ways and by doing so 

portrayed different masculinities. The first 

victim hid from the trauma by using drugs, 

and eventually became a junkie. He was loud, 

chaotic, unreliable and emotional to the point 

of openly crying, as seen in one scene. The 

other survivor channeled his distress and pain 

by becoming an overachiever. He embodied 

the ideals of hegemonic masculinity by 

flaunting his sexual prowess, becoming a star 

athlete, and, above all, repressing any 

emotion that would be interpreted as weak. 

Even when he finally opens up about the 

assault, he remains rather stoic, only letting 
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his eyes get misty and never openly crying 

like the other survivor. The contrast between 

these two masculinities represents how 

society privileges certain masculinities over 

others. The star-athlete never has his 

background questioned or is suspected of 

lying, while the junkie is always seen as 

suspicious and no one believes his story 

without hearing other testimonies.  

 The construction and privileging of 

masculinity in our society has shaped many 

of the discourses around sexual assault. When 

TV shows and other media outlets enforce an 

idea of masculinity that is unrealistic many 

survivors of sexual assault are silenced. Even 

in shows like SVU, where the victims 

eventually tell their stories, the construction 

of masculinity and the questioning of 

survivors’ characters can lead many men to 

remain silent from fear that they will be 

shamed, doubted and have their manhood 

questioned.  

 It is important to remember when 

watching shows like SVU, Criminal Minds or 

CSI, that they are first and foremost 

television shows. They are very rarely 

portrayals of actual events, but rather 

interpretations and representations. SVU puts 

that disclaimer at the beginning of every 

show. TV shows like this are designed to 

sensationalize crime and mystery and do not 

represent actual crime statistics, crime 

investigations, legal proceedings, or the 

victims and perpetrators of crimes. There is 

no perfect or "ideal" victim, since anyone, 

anywhere can be the victim of a crime like 

sexual assault.  

 *If you or someone you know has 

been the victim of sexual assault please know 

that you are not alone and there are resources 

out there to help you. For more information 

please visit www.sexualassaulthelp.com or 

call 1-800-555-7734 to speak to someone. 

Remember you do not deserve this, you are 

not to blame, and there are people out there to 

help you.   
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Satire: the use of humour and irony to expose or criticize ideas and norms, particularly in the 

context of contemporary politics. 

Staggered urologists declare one-eyed monster frequenting cis, male nether regions “a force to be 
reckoned with.” 

The penis, [ˈpēnis/] is commonly found present upon a fair number of bodies of the human 
population; known to be versatile, and varied in shape and size. Joined by the testis, they make a 
mean trio of genitalia. But the beaver basher’s tendency to remain private(s) means it has become 
susceptible to slews of speculation, and accordingly, I’ve got news for you, or rather, some tips 
about your tips.  

Now, going ‘head’-to-head with “real” stereotypes and societal expectations is not as easy 
as talking about the value of your jewels (Wilchins 341). These cultural norms centring the penis 
are em-bed-ded in our deepest views of sex, including the assumption that penile erection and 
penetration are vital (note: they are not) to a good night’s fest. Sexual activity can comprise of 
much more than penetration, and after all, it is not what you use, but how you use it, that prevails. I 
mean, you know what they say about big shoes…they are sole-ly an indication of foot size. In fact, 
many a scientific investigation has proven that there lies no basis for boomstick length, girth, or 
width. Neither race, ethnicity, height, weight, even “brute muscular strength”, nor other genetic 
demographics play any part in the schlength of the schlong (Young 195). In a case study review 
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involving thousands of penises, the Journal of Sexual Medicine found the average limp ding-dong 
measured a solid 3.5 inches, the average erect willy reaching a whopping 5 inches, and with the 
average circumference, erect, reaching an all-around 4.5 inches (Joannides 62). Give or take or 
both or neither, your wand remains uniquely capable of working its magic (NCFM, “174 Ways”). 
You are not a body part. You are a human being, a sum of so much more; and if someone is 
reducing you to an object, that is their problem.  

Getting it on hard, or hard-on, can typically be a difficult matter to resolve in public (Joannides). 
And although often associated with preparation for sexual activity, erections can and do happen at 
any point in time without mental or emotional arousal, and pinching yourself or jerking off more 
will not, unfortunately, change how often your stiffy is around. It is worth noting that there are a 
multitude of sensations – an erection is not a prerequisite to feeling sexual pleasure. But when they 
do happen, not giving way to its rise can leave you in a downward or horizontal pickle… ensure 
you give yours a quick assist. Bop to the top, am I right? There are five major and one optional part 
to the weasel of wonder:  

1. the glans, or head; can be extremely sensitive.  
2. the urethral meatus; found at the tip of the squirter, and centre of the glans or head, 

indicating the opening of the urethra, where urine, pre-ejaculatory fluid, and semen exit 
your leaky hose. 

3. the corona; a slight ridge running around the bottom of the dick’s head.  
4. the frenulum; spotted on the underside of the penis, where the corona makes a v-shape. 

The most sensitive part of some penises. 
5. the shaft 
6. those who are uncircumcised will have a sixth; the foreskin. A loose tube of skin growing 

out of the penis shaft, covering the glans when not erect. A little sleeping bag of sorts. Can 
be retracted away from the penis head, done to put on a condom, perform sexual activity, or 
masturbation correctly. Can be very sensitive as it is rich with nerve endings ("Innies & 
Outies"). 
 

What goes in isn’t always synonymous to what comes out. There are three chambers in your 
penis, two of which – the corpus cavernosa – harden. Running parallel up the shaft, these racers are 
made of spongy material covered by a thin, tough exterior. The fact that these chambers fill up 
with blood means the blood pressure in an erect penis is higher than that of the rest of the body. 
Fascinating. The third chamber is comprised of a similarly spongy tissue encircling the urethra, 
which expands during erection but does not harden – thank goodness, because if the urethra were 
to crimp shut, everything that exits would backfire.  

Several males (that is, those with male sexual organs) experience orgasms as a two-part 
progression: sensation, and ejaculation. Sometimes they overlap, in that some men ejaculate small 
amounts with each orgasm, and sometimes a series of orgasmic sensations can run their course 
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before one final ejaculation. It all depends. At all times, though, semen should make as little 
contact with the eyes as possible – the prostate produces the spermine chemical, also found in fresh 
bean sprouts and most cleaning products; its alkalinic features mean your eyes, or your partners’, 
could end up with corneal damage, cardiac or nervous-system disturbances. Seeing is not 
believing. But smelling might be. A pungent, bleachy-yet-fishy, or honey-like odor could be a 
symptom of a hidden prostate infection (Joannides). Those with prostatitis may contract yellowy, 
jelly-like globs in their semen as well. Healthy semen is mostly white and smells similar to fresh 
bleach. Stainless steel…that is, until it makes contact with water. Your jam is hydrophobic when 
first ejaculated, leading it to form clumps and stick to you, or the shower floor. It seems now an 
appropriate time to pull-out a gentle reminder, lads, that tissues aren’t just for the noses on your 
faces. 

We have “cum” such a long way in acknowledging and recognizing that many a penis 
perception is influenced by media; one of the biggest industries of concern being porn. Masculinity 
is mostly an invention of modern culture, which creates and enforces stereotypes. One such ‘norm’ 
is that males in their youth are constantly either rabbiting for, thinking about, or having sex. Each 
and every one of our bodies produces different amounts of androgens, oestrogens, and progestins, 
so we must be ragingly angry hormonal individuals…not. Although androgens, including 
testosterone, affect sexual desire as well as genital responses such as erections, it is the brain that is 
primarily responsible for orgasm (“With Pleasure”). Now, onto bums. The anal region is an 
erogenous zone for many, rich with sensory nerve endings connected to the pelvic region and its 
muscles. Anal stimulation can be more sensory for those who have prostate glands, which is 
directly accessed through the rectum. Prostate glands are only present in people with penises, and 
stimulus to the rectum and perineum – the area between the anus and scrotum – can be extremely 
pleasant (“With Pleasure”). The bottom line is: your rear end can be pleasured. Feel free to have 
fun with it! 

One thing differentiating the anus and rectum from the vagina are that they do not naturally 
produce lubrication, meaning it is far easier to tear and injure the skin at the opening of the anus 
and inside the rectum during anal sexual activity. Besides hurting, this can also increase the 
chances of acquiring sexually transmitted infections. Not to worry: to have safe, fun, healthy anal 
sex, use lube! Water, oil, or silicon-based lubricant will reduce possible irritation caused by friction 
during sexual activity, and being adequately gelled up is one factor to enjoying a sexual encounter 
(“Lube 101”). Whilst condoms do often come lubricated, the amount doesn’t always suffice for 
sex. There are a wide variety of textures catered to your sensitivity out there. Take your time 
checking out and sampling the feel, taste, and smells of lube. They can be easily found at 
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drugstores, online sites, the doctor’s office, or health centres, and will help you on your way to 
safe, healthy, sex and stimulation. Sliiiick.  

As we go in deeper, it is crucial to address how lingo is vital for both puns and dismantling the 
gender norms imposed by society: 

“Man up.” – This portrays a certain type of manliness and masculinity as ultimately desirable and 
ideal for one’s betterment. There is no acknowledgement of difference, and is a claim that is not 
only untrue, but incredibly harmful.  

Alternatives: “fortify,” “strengthen,” “bravery.”  

“Don’t be such a wanker.” – The false assumption that one who ejaculates and masturbates is 
inherently bad, and, well, false. Masturbation has been proven healthily enlightening.  

Options: “plonker,” “feeble-minded imbecile,” “inconsiderate fool.”  

“Grow a pair [of balls].” – The assumption that testis come in a package with courage and 
worthiness is nonsense, unfair to people of any sex, and frankly, quite unnecessarily degrading.  

Instead: “grow a plant”, “have courage”, “flourish, bud.” 

Ultimately, this penis article hopes to prove that our societal system really knows no 
bounds but for the ones it has created. Open dialogue signifies the revolutionary approach to 
addressing issues so ingrained in our daily lives that they have taken root. It may be time to start 
weeding. After all, people need to communicate, or they won’t understand each other 

When the cock crows next, gentlemen. This is the start of an era.  

SOME SIDE SATIRE: 

The year 2016 brought about the elimination of the Gender Equality Movement, a ground-

breaking accomplishment that has resulted in 100% less gender equality. Indeed, society continues 

to surpass all previously existing standards and expectations: “It was annoying at first, but turns out 

we really just needed that final thrust,” state authorities ruled. The new policy has so far proven 

itself to be completely foolproof. 
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*Note: Star Guides offers programs to both teen boys and girls. However, this article focuses 
specifically on boy groups.  

 Sex in general is a sensitive subject in society. Sexual dysfunction is an even more taboo 
subject.  With the advancements in technology we are beginning to see a rise in dysfunctional 
sexual behaviors like pornography addiction and sexual addiction. Some have even linked 
pornography usage to sex crimes like rape and sexual assault. Authors, like Robin Morgan, see 
pornography as a vehicle for rape, since they often have demeaning or abusive portrayals of 
women that encourage men to view themselves as dominant to women.  

 Others have likened the increase of sexual dysfunctional behaviors to gender stereotypes 
about boys and girls. In West and Zimmerman's theory of "doing gender" men make crude sexual 
jokes or use pornography as part of the way they perform their gender for society. Even teenage 
boys encourage these misconceptions. In C.J. Pascoe's article on the "fag” discourse among high 
school boys, portraying themselves as sex obsessed was a way to confirm their heterosexuality and 
masculinity, two things that have a large importance not only among high school boys, but grown 
adults too.   

  These sorts of stereotypes and assumptions can often mean that real dysfunctional sexual 
behavior is ignored or goes unnoticed.  With dysfunctional behaviors like porn addiction on the 
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rise, this is no longer a feasible option.  So how do we help guys who suffer from dysfunctional 
sexual behaviors?  

 Some see the answers lying in therapy. Star Guides Wildness Therapy is an organization 
run out St. George, UT that caters to clients from all over the nation. Using the innovative 
technique of wildness therapy, Star Guides offers programs that help treat pornography addiction, 
sexual compulsivity, sexual addiction, and sexual offending.  Mainly catering to teens at this time, 
Star Guides offers an immersive experience, where students are removed from their home 
environments and brought into the Utah wilderness. They are taught how to survive and take care 
of themselves, all the while receiving individual and group counseling designed to help them work 
through their problems. 

 Matt Bulkley is one of the counselors these teens may talk to. A Licensed Clinical Social 
Worker, Bulkley also helped found Star Guides two years ago. He treats only male teens and 
spends two days a week in the field counseling the boys and leading group sessions. The other 
three days are spent in his office counseling parents, an integral part to the long-term treatment for 
the youth who come to Star Guides.  He favors the wilderness therapy approach for its distraction 
free environment, that allows a person to focus and concentrate on who they are. 

 Bulkley and the rest of the Star Guides staff are working hard to change the lives of young 
men who come to Star Guides. Bulkley agreed to do an interview with me for this issue of XY. 
Here are some of the highlights from our interview where he describes his daily experiences at Star 
Guides, challenges faced by individuals at Star Guides, and the encouraging success wilderness 
therapy has.  

Interview  

S.Y. Rogalla: Do you put a 
lot of emphasis on group 
work or do you focus more 
on the individual therapy 
sessions? 

Matt Bulkley: Well both. 
I think that there's a lot that 
we learn about youth as 
they interact with their 
peers. And the group 
setting really is in a lot of 

ways, becomes a kind of 
micro-community where 
we are able to observe and 
assess and then intervene 
as these youth begin to 
demonstrate maladaptive 
patterns of behaviors in the 
group settings.  So 
certainly there is work that 
needs to be done 
individually, but we would 

be doing a disservice if 
that would be the only 
focus.  The group is an 
essential part of being able 
to treat the issues. 

S.Y.R.:  Okay, and in 
these group settings do you 
or the group members 
establish any kind of rules 
or guidelines? 
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M.B.: Yeah, there are 
absolutely rules. There are 
ten basic rules in the 
program. They range from 
following staff directives 
to avoidance of use of 
profanity or glorifying 
illegal or inappropriate 
behaviors. You know not 
trading food, not taking 
other people's gear.  The 
basic, basic [repeated for 
emphasis] respect.  No 
contact, no touch program. 
So students aren't allowed 
to physically touch one 
another. And, yeah, you 
know when we are doing 
group therapy sessions, as 
students are addressing 
very sensitive and personal 
issues, we have a very high 
expectation that they are 
treated respectfully. That 
their disclosures or what 
they talk about, in terms of 
their deviant sexual 
behaviors, are never 
mocked or made fun of or 
used against them in a 
hurtful way.  

[...] 

S.Y.R.:  What are some of 
the basic objectives of 
group meetings? 

M.B. : Well there are 
different types of groups 
that happen. There are 
simple check-in groups 
that happen each day. 
Which involve each 
student, just simply 
checking in about their 
headspace, of maybe their 
effect, their attitudes, you 
know their thoughts, their 
plans. That happens every 
day. There are problem-
solving groups where a 
group encounters group 
conflict and they need to 
problem solve, then groups 
to that effect will happen 
each day. [...] And then we 
do a therapy group as well, 
whereas students are 
working through the 
curriculum of the program 
that they are required to 
do, to share some of the 
therapy assignments in the 
group setting, ranging from 
sharing the autobiography 
that they put together with 
the group to what we call 
disclosure assignments, 
which is where they take a 
full accounting of the 
behaviors which resulted 
in them being in treatment 
and share that with the 

group.  Take accountability 
for that. We do what we 
call a group approval [...] 
where before they advance 
to the next phase, they 
have to gain the approval 
of their peers and their 
peers are holding them 
accountable for their work 
and actions being 
congruent. So if a student 
is not being respectful or 
not obeying rules, but 
getting the work done then 
there's a chance when they 
get to their group approval 
that their peers will 
disapprove them and say 
yeah, you got the work 
done, but you're being 
disrespectful, you're 
disobeying rules, you're 
not contributing, so until 
you do that we don't think 
you're ready to move to the 
next stage. So on an 
average day there is 
probably 3-4 hours of 
group that have occurred.  

[...] 

S.Y.R.:  With these groups 
I saw on the website that 
you never do co-ed groups, 
you only do single-sex 
groups, so I imagine that 
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you deal with people who 
have different sexual 
identities. Is that ever a 
challenge in these groups? 

M.B.: Yeah, yes it is. From 
time to time we will have 
students in the groups who 
are attracted to that same 
gender and so as I talked 
about it is a no contact 
program. One of the rules 
is that students are not 
allowed to pursue intimate 
relationships. And so there 
are those occasions where 
that becomes a therapeutic 
issue where it has to be 
brought up, there has to be 
therapeutic dialouge about 
relationships that may be 
beginning to form.  

[...] 

S.Y.R.:  What is the most 
important thing for people 
outside of these 
communities and the 
people you work with to 
know about these groups 
and the individuals who 
are apart of them? 

M.B.: Well, I think the 
most important thing to 
know is that, albeit that 

some of these youths have 
made poor choices in their 
lives at this point, that they 
have every opportunity to 
change and become better. 
They are not destined to 
live the life of a criminal or 
a sex offender. That with 
efforts they can change the 
course of their life.  

S.Y.R.: Okay, is there 
anything specific you wish 
more people knew about 
these groups? 

M.B.: Well, I think, you 
know in terms of their 
research when it comes to 
adolescents and sexual 
offending behaviors, the 
research is actually very 
promising. That most 
youths who commit a 
sexual offense, as they do 
treatment, that they don't 
reoffend. The research is 
far more promising for 
adolescents than it is for 
adults. And so I think it's 
important to give credence 
to the concept that 
treatment can impact youth 
themselves.  

[...] 

S.Y.R.:  Do you face any 
kind of legal barriers when 
you set up these groups? 

M.B.: Well some of the 
youth are involved in the 
legal system in wherever 
they came from. And 
similar to the instructors 
that work in the field, most 
of the youth who come to 
our program aren't from St. 
George, UT. You know, 
they come from all over 
the country and Canada. 
Some of the legal 
challenges are if they are 
involved in the legal 
system in their state, then 
there can be some 
challenges for them to 
leave the state to come to 
Utah for treatment. And, 
you know, sometimes they 
are expected to appear in 
court and if they’re in a 
wilderness setting that 
makes it pretty difficult to 
appear in court. That's the 
main challenge that we 
have legally with what we 
do.  

[...] 

S.Y.R.:  What are some of 
the big differences in the 
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challenges that those boys’ 
and girls’ groups face?  

M.B.: Well yeah, I mean I 
can tell you that in the 
boys’ groups the primary 
issues that lead youth to 
treatment at Star Guides, 
the boys are sexual 
offending, often times a 
younger sibling, and 
pornography addiction, 
which gets to the point 
where they begin to use 
extreme dishonesty, 
stealing electronics, 
breaking into people's 
houses to, you know, 
access internet. Just 
making really, pretty 
reckless choices that way.  
The girls tend to differ; it 
is much less common for 
our female clients to 
engage in sexual offending 

behavior. With the 
majority of the girls who 
come in, it’s more reckless 
online behavior. A pattern 
of seeking out or engaging 
in promiscuous sexual 
activity with strangers who 
they meet online. And 
putting themselves in 
dangerous and vulnerable 
positions due to, often 
times, trauma that they 
have experienced on their 
own and then moving into 
this, you know, kind of 
dangerous pattern of 
secretive online behavior. 

S.Y.R.: What do you think 
is the most rewarding part 
of this work for you? 

M.B.: Well, as I was 
talking about, the 
dynamics of adolescent 

treatment, watching the 
youth change. You know, 
you see the transformation 
for so many of these 
youths. And you know 
when you compare 
outpatient treatments to 
what happens in a 
wilderness setting, it's very 
encouraging because you 
are able to see such a more 
noticeable and positive 
change in a much shorter 
period of time in a 
wilderness setting. And I 
think that is the thing that 
really is the most 
rewarding is to see young 
people begin to become 
more responsible, to make 
good choices, to really try 
to improve themselves.  

End Interview Excerpts 

  One of the most interesting things about Star Guides is its use of the innovative technique 
of wilderness therapy. Not only does it tackle the practical problem of removing the distraction of 
technology from youth who are abusing it, but it also embraces a much more nature-centered 
approach to healing.  

 The issue of nature/culture dualism has been a common topic in feminism in general and 
ecofeminism specifically (King). The use of wilderness therapy by Star Guides, and other 
programs like it, challenges the assumption that only women can benefit from a connection with 
nature.  
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 Wilderness therapy approaches also instill a respect for nature. Star Guides practices low-
impact camping techniques. These techniques are designed to help preserve the wilderness setting.  
This includes digging latrines and removing any trace of themselves from campsites. Part of 
advancing through the program Star Guides offers includes following the low-impact camping 
rules and respecting the environment. Learning respect is a big part of what Star Guides hopes to 
instill in the youth who come to their organization.  

 Bulkley is a firm believer in the benefits of wilderness therapy. In the start of the interview 
(which was not included for the sake of brevity) he discusses how he switched from outpatient 
therapy to wilderness therapy. In one of the last questions printed in this article he discusses further 
the benefits of wilderness therapy compared to outpatient settings. One of the biggest benefits it 
seems was that it not only helps the people in treatment, but the counselors themselves too. Dealing 
with people who are struggling with any kind of behavioral issues is emotionally and mentally 
draining for any counselor. Being able to directly see the changes in a patient can help counselors 
stay motivated when it comes to taking care of people.  

 While the impact of taking a more nature-centered approach is a huge and beneficial aspect 
of Star Guides, simply recognizing sexual dysfunction in men is even more beneficial. As stated 
earlier in this article, some sexual behaviors in men are written off or ignored, so acknowledging 
that there is a problem is an important step. More importantly than that though is believing that 
youth who come to their program can turn their lives around. People in society often turn their 
backs on people who suffer from dysfunctional sexual behaviors, writing them off as weird 
because they make people uncomfortable. However, as Bulkley showed in his interview, the results 
of treatment in youth sexual offenders are very promising, far more promising than with adults.  

 Dysfunctional sexual behavior is a growing problem in society. From porn addiction to 
sexual offending, there need to be real, long-term solutions to help people who suffer from these 
behavioral problems. Star Guides offers an innovative and effective solution for helping youth who 
suffer from these problems. Through the practice of wilderness therapy, Star Guides removes 
youth from harmful distractions, teaches them to respect nature, and, above all else, helps them 
work through their problems to become healthier, more complete selves.  

*If you wish to learn more about Star Guides or contact them, please visit their website at 
http://starguideswilderness.com/ for all of their contact information. 
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Post-Sexual Assault: Trauma, Self-Care, and Healthy Relationships 

Trigger Warning: sexual assault, rape, violence, depression, suicide 

Sexual assault is actual, attempted, or threatened sexual contact with another person 
without their consent. It includes rape, incest, child molestation, marital rape, date rape, sexual 
harassment, sodomy, sexual abuse, voyeurism, and indecent exposure. Rape describes sexual 
assault that involves non-consensual, coerced, and/or forced sexual penetration, as well as 
situations where the survivor cannot or does not give consent due to factors such as, but not limited 
to, age, vulnerability, or substance use (“Sexual Assault Survivor’s Guide”). These acts of crime 
are traumatic, lived experiences that can negatively impact and unbalance aspects of the survivor’s 
life and health, whilst provoking conflicting emotions (“Policing Sexual Assault”). This article is 
based upon the idea that recovery and the healing process are not linear progressions, that there 
will be forwards, backwards, sideways, and upside-downs, and that the process and all its factors 
remain different for each individual survivor. That being said, we carry a message and reminder to 
survivors of sexual assault and violence: We believe you. 

Sex is always consensual. Anything that falls short is assault or rape. Consent can be 
readily defined by the acronym V.O.I.C.E., demonstrated here (“Think About It III”):  

V: Given voluntarily, without coercion or force. 

O: Only active. If someone is unconscious, asleep, incapacitated by drugs or alcohol, they cannot 
actively consent. 
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I: Informed. All parties are aware of what they are consenting to beforehand, and that 
communication throughout the duration of intimacy is retained to ensure transparency.  

C: Clear words and actions. Not saying no does not mean saying yes. Always get clear affirmation, 
and never make assumptions.  

E: Engaged permission. Each time is different. Being in a relationship doesn’t automatically mean 
consent is given. Always ask permission to engage in sexual activity, clarifying details. 

These aspects make up the fundamental basics of consent, and the breach of these can be 
extremely traumatic to those assaulted. However, each survivor reacts differently during assault. 
Some are subject to tonic immobility, or rape-induced paralysis. This is an automatic bodily 
response where the body, deciding the safest course of action for survival, plays dead and freezes 
in situations provoking extreme fear, making resisting or escaping literally impossible. Some 
become emotionless. The body has the ability to release opiates that act as natural painkillers, and 
are the body’s equivalent of morphine for a surgery patient. They serve to block out physical and 
emotional pain, and can lead to a monotonous response. Some survivors experience blurred 
memories that are difficult to recall chronologically, leading to confusion and hesitancy when 
recalling the event. It should also be addressed that assault does not always consist of physical 
violence. There are situations where “the pressure is there, and it need not be a knife blade against 
the throat” (Morgan 110). The trope of the rapist being a stranger in the dark plays a role in 
perpetuating rape myths as well. In fact, the survivor will know their assailant in 85-90% of sexual 
assaults (Joannides). 

In the moments following the assault, get somewhere safe, and consider writing down 
everything you remember happening in detail (“Sexual Assault Survivor’s Guide”). Along with 
that, it is highly recommended the survivor visits the emergency room of their nearest hospital. 
They might consider bringing a friend, and a set of extra clothing to change into. Although the next 
step might be to have a shower, it is suggested that the survivor waits until after visiting the 
hospital (“Policing Sexual Assault”). If you feel the need to change, place your clothes in a brown 
paper bag and bring them with you. If you pee, do so in a clear glass jar. It should be noted that a 
hospital visit does not mean that you must report your assault; this action is merely to ensure you 
are taken care of and have access to professional resources that have your wellbeing in mind. As a 
survivor, you take priority, and if you are a minor, you do not need parental permission to have a 
rape kit, or sexual assault forensic exam. This means the hospital will gather and preserve physical 
evidence, such as clothing and saliva, which can be useful to have as evidence on record for future 
purposes, regardless of whether or not the survivor decides to pursue charges or speak to the 
police. The hospital staff can also provide a morning-after pill to prevent pregnancy, and are able 
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to tend to any physical trauma and injury, as well as take urine samples. The survivor has the right 
to speak or meet a victim advocate to discuss options moving forward. If you feel it helpful, rape 
crisis centers are available and on call anytime to provide resources catering to your mental, 
emotional, and physical health, and ultimately, your healing (Joannides). 

The impact of sexual violence can cause changes in health and lifestyle of the survivor, including 
but not limited to those listed below (Joannides): 

Physical: Trouble sleeping, flashbacks, nightmares, headaches, loss of appetite, overeating, 
stomach problems, muscle tension. 

Emotional: Denial, fear, sadness, anger, guilt, shame, embarrassment, crying spells, depression, 
suicidal thoughts.  

Social: Fear of being in public, withdrawal from friends and family, difficulty trusting others, 
trouble with physical intimacy in relationships. 

Academic: Lack of concentration, impaired memory, missing class and activities, lack of 
motivation. 

There can be a lot of blame placed upon the survivor by themself and those around them. These 
are normal reactions to trauma. These feelings will diminish over time, and you have as much time 
as you need to heal. You have the right to feel your emotions, and there are ways to express them 
without harming yourself or others. Be gentle with yourself and take the steps in the time frame 
you need to reclaim your sense of self and body. 

One possible aftereffect is the occurrence of flashbacks. Although it should be noted that they 
do not always happen consistently, if at all, the survivor can experience memories of the assault. It 
is important to keep in mind that there is no set place or time within which flashbacks can happen. 
Triggers can be anything, ranging from a fleeting moment of eye contact to engaging in sexual 
activity. Some useful methods of coping with flashbacks are to be grounded, in the present 
(“Effects of Sexual Assault”).  

- Focus on your breathing; inhale, exhale.  
- If the setting or location you are in is triggering, exit and find a quiet place to be. 
- Pay attention to your surroundings, by touching the object closest to you, or looking 

around.  
 

Rape is often about violence and power, and is both “sadistic and illegal;” it is an act of 
“political terrorism” (Morgan 109, 110). Because the perpetrator can be manipulative, the 
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survivor’s reactions during rape or sexual assault can be confusing or blurred as a result. One 
example is that the survivor may have an erection or orgasm during rape. Due to its association 
with enjoyment, it is vital to note that that reaction is an indicator of the body being under stress 
and panic; it is not equal to enjoyment. “Where there is power, there is resistance,” and the body 
and mind of the survivor, through time, can heal (Foucault 310). Friends and family of survivors 
may feel conflicting sadness, guilt, anger, and fear, and should take time out to check-in with 
themselves as well, in order to be in a good place to offer support to the survivor. This can be done 
by setting limits, staying healthy by eating well, sleeping enough, and exercising (“Improving 
Emotional Health”).  

Some may be wondering how to interact with a survivor. Our advice is to remember how an 
assault is immensely personal, and recounting can be difficult and triggering. Show you care, and 
are here to listen. This is about them. In moments of self-doubt and confusion, some survivors find 
it useful to have a gentle reminder that their feelings are valid, and legitimate, and believed. Your 
reaction should not be doubtful or disrespectful. Here are some factors, determined by the acronym 
H.E.A.L., to consider when speaking to a survivor (“Think About It III”): 

H: Honour their feelings and decisions, always.  

E: Empower the survivor to make decisions.  

A: Accept what they tell you. 

L: Listen without judging, pressing for details, or even giving advice, unless you are asked.  

Building up healthy relationships is a part of the recovery process post-sexual assault. Keep 
note of what is helpful for you. Your body may not react how you want it to during sexual activity, 
as its protective instinct will need to readjust. Be mindful and aware of how your feelings unfold 
within sexually charged situations, if comfortable, observe how they develop, or stop immediately. 
Masturbation can provide a bridge back to control of your body and healthy sexual enjoyment as 
well (Joannides). Communicate about what works well; compromise is not a bad thing. Listen to 
them, avoid accusations, and set boundaries. Time and vulnerability will contribute to your 
recovery process.  

All in all, the impacts of sexual assault, trauma, and violence are more complex and 
ingrained than can ever be summarized. No one deserves, or asks for, sexual assault. Being 
assaulted does not make the survivor a bad person, or unworthy of love, care, or bodily agency. 
There are resources available to any who seek guidance regarding mental, emotional, or physical 
health, and the building-up of healthy relationships will take time, and self-care. Look after 
yourselves and your loved ones. We believe you.  
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